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So you like watching a small TV here and there? Or maybe a lot of TV? There are so many apps there outside streaming TV programs on your Android phone, but not everyone offer excellent user experience or have the best content. Finding the best TV apps can be a bit boring than, well, actually looking at the shows. So we put together a list of 5
fantastic apps for your Android.Many phone of these apps from the largest television players because they are those that also offer the best content and the largest variety. You will not have the cut youtube. It is not a bad app, but we are going more for the quality of production and navigation and less for cat videos. Not that there is something wrong
with cats videos, of course. I know what you are thinking. "Give us the apps! We have a TV to watch!" Ok, you don't need to get intrusive, you can click on the next page at any time. You know, it's a free country and all the biggest TV players at Smartphone Game is obviously Netflix. Although Netflix does not release exactly how much you have, the
number of titles is reported about 60,000 - which includes their films. The app is free, but requires a subscription to their streaming service. Other video quality, Netflix is one of the best for streaming your favorite TV programs. The quality of the video and the sound are fantastic and you can resume watching where you left on another device (which
is great for those long dating at work or SCOMODI family meetings). Don't worry about trying to search for titles on your phone screen, the app you will touch your instant queue and show the recommendations and display history. Unlike the web version, however, you will not be able to look for actors or administrators. One of the biggest claims on
the Netflix app for Android is the quantity of scroll you have to do if you have a great tail. There is no button to go to the top of your list or a way to quickly scroll through the entire queue. Another inconvenience is the lack of current programming. If you are looking to watch TV programs that are more recent than last season, you're probably unlucky.
But the transparent number of other TV programs available, besides the fact that you can look at more backup seasons, make the Netflix app for Android a big rather. For those with a voracious television appetite, Hulu is probably already one of your BFF entertainment. The Hulu Plus app allows monthly Hulu subscribers to watch all the contents
that their site has to offer, right on your phone. As with Netflix, Hulu will not tell how many television shows have, but some estimates put it around about 43,000 episodes and almost 1,700 TV programs. Having so much television at the request of a small monthly fee should keep the TV warm at night. One of the disadvantages of the app is that it
does not support any device running Android, even if you have a supported version of Android, so for some smartphone owners, won't work. Always Netflix and some other television apps, the Hulu Plus app offers a recent TV programming. You can find shows from NBC, Fox, ABC, National Geographic, MTV, PBS and many others. You can also look at
the current season of many shows. If you don't have yet registered, you can try a month of Hulu Plus for free. It should be noted that although you pay for the Hulu Plus subscription every month, you will still see some announcements during the shows. Yes, it's lame - we know. But for all the shows you have access to it far exceeds the few
announcements and the low monthly subscription cost. If you are looking for another free TV streaming service, you may want to check the TV.com app. This app provides content from CBS, CW, CNET, News News, CBS Sports Come and think about it that you should probably have named the "C" app. There is also content from ET and Showtime. The
TV.com app allows you to watch complete episodes on cellular connections and Wi-Fi and select the programming based on the channel you are looking for. The app has The current shows from the formation of the CBS, so if you have more important things to do than, say, guard the last episode of "CSI", then you are covered. You can also watch
more elderly shows like "Macgyver" and "Hawaii Five-o". Which can come back useful if you are trapped in a car's trunk with only your cell phone, a piece of string and a knife of the Swiss Army. Macgyver to the Rescue! Obviously with free apps and free TV shows, you will sacrifice a little time looking at the ads, but it goes the world of free app. Keep
in mind that although they have a lot of completed episodes in the app, there are also many videos that are just short clips. The free side of the app world, there is the crackle. This did it on our list because, well, â €
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